To,
the MINISTRY OF YOUTH AND SPORT BUCHAREST - ROMANIA
To,
His Excellency, Minister NICOLAE BANICIOIU.

Your Excellency,
Following the information received regarding the emails that MTS has received from Serbia
(documents that we have attached) World Traditional Fudokan Shotokan Karate -do Federation with
the official headquarter in Switzerland wishes to note the followings:
- WTFSKF believes that MTS was misinformed by the documents sent because the so-called entity
World Fudokan Federation (WFF) is actually a sports association (with the status of a foundation)
which was recorded strictly in territory of Serbia without any international recognition and
competence. They took this name World Fudokan Federation – without respecting any international
law and having no worldwide registration.
- We believe this is a serious violation of WTFSKF interests and we cannot accept that your ministry to
be misinformed, especially as it has a negative effect on the karate in Romania.
- The reality is that the Romanian Traditional Karate Federation was full member of WTFSKF until June
2013. After the splitting of the Romanian Traditional Karate Federation (in June 2013) they withdrew
from WTFSKF and also a large part of karate clubs have resigned from the Romanian Traditional Karate
Federation and have established a new Karate organization which have submitted to MTS the
necessary documents already to became the only legal representative of our federation in Romania –
and who is already the only WTFSKF member from Romania. Regarding of this situation only you have
to decide.
- I would like to inform you dear Minister, the documents you have received from Serbia signed by Mr.
Vladimir Jorga and Mr. Ilija Jorga (we do not understand in which quality and right) stated that the
Romanian Traditional Karate Federation was a member of WTFSKF which later would become the WFF
... totally unreal. I would like to express myself again WTFSKF has nothing to do with WFF and denies
the WFF and its any action. We consider this is a denigration of WTFSKF and we will proceed to send
WFF in front of the International Sport Court (TAS-CAS).

- Also that Mr. Vladimir Jorga have sent the official letter to MTS on behalf of ETKF (this entity has
never had even a legal or statutory registration office anywhere in the world – practically they do not
exist in legal form) we consider this unacceptable.
- Regarding ITKF, as you probably know this entity was dismantled after the death of their late mentor
Sensei Hidetaka Nishiyama… today ITKF has no activity. However in the document sent to you and
signed by Ilija Jorga he speaks about a so-called recognition by the International Olympic Committee –
that’s totally wrong, ITKF has never been accepted by the I.O.C. because their internal struggles which
unfortunately continues today. I am very sorry but even if it is not our problem we wanted to make
aware of the international karate situation in these days.
- All of these are a policy of disinformation and denigration practiced by WFF by publishing these false
documents without any legal cover and they have managed to create confusions and basically the
divisions (breakings) of the karate clubs in Romania.
Dear Minister by this official address I wanted to let you know the reality and showing the correct
information to you and to the institution you are running MTS.
For any questions or clarifications I am at your disposal any time.
I wish you all the best and to your family.
Sincerely yours,

WTFSKF PRESIDENT
Dipl. Eng. IONEL BARA
Shihan 7 DAN
Founder of WTFSKF
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